Include all answers on Application and Checklist as well as all required documentation.

ADC Checklist - Fences
For Application # ___________
For Each application turned into the Pine Ridge ADC the following items are needed.
For each numbered item a document(s) should be included. On each of the plans provided please highlighted
requested information in Yellow to make it easier to find.
For each Italicized Question below and answer is needed in the blank.

1. Owner Application form completely filled out
◆ All the information requested on the application
◆ Fence Type(s) and description
What type of fence and what is its purpose?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
2. Site Plan denoting
○ Location of fence and types across the site plan in relation to property boundaries and main
structure
一

Did you include a site plan that shows the layout of the fence along with gates, main structures,
boundaries of the property? (Yes/No) _________
○

Gate information - What type of gates

Does the Fence have gates? (Yes/No) ___________
Are the Gates noted on the site plan? (Yes/No) ________
3. Picture, description of gate(s)
Do you include pictures, colors of the gates? (Yes/no) ________

4. Picture. Descriptions of fence(s)
Is a picture included of all Gate(s) that are being proposed to be put on the property? (Yes/No)
__________
1. Materials
What material(s) are the Fence(s) being made of?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

2. Height
What Height(s) are the Fence(s)?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

3. Column information (If included)
Does the Fence have columns? (Yes/No)
What are the heights of the columns?
Did you include pictures/plans of the planned Columns?

______________
______________
______________

Any other info on the columns?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

5. Picture/Sample of Fence and Gate Material and Colors –
○ A finished sample of the proposed color and materials shall accompany any Fence application. A
clear color photograph of the proposed color and material may be submitted in lieu of the
finished sample
Did you include a photograph or rendering of the Fence(s) Yes/No

_________

